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From 9 October to 25 November 1981 a unique joint U.S.-
U.S.S.R.oceanographic field effort, the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Weddell
Polynya expedition (wEP0LEx-81), was carried out within the
southern ocean sea ice (Gordon and Sarukhanyan 1982). The
objectives of WEPOLEX-81 were to obtain the first comprehen-
sive, interdisciplinary data set well before the end of winter

seasonal sea ice cover and to study an active, open-ocean
polynya.

The need for winter information in all of the oceanographic,
sea ice, and atmospheric sciences within the southern ocean
seasonal sea ice cover has long been recognized. However, the
logistical difficulties of obtaining such a data set are formidable.
To begin the task of fulfilling this important requirement,
WEPOLEX plans were developed under the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Govern-
mental Bilateral Agreement for Cooperation in World Ocean
Studies.

The Soviet ship Mikhail Somov (length 133 meters, beam 18.8
meters), of the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute of
Leningrad, was used for the work. The expedition head was E.
I. Sarukhanyan, the U.S.S.R. national coordinator for POLEX (Pol-
ar Experiment)-South. The U.S. component was led by the dep-
uty chief scientist, A. L. Gordon. Each national group had 13
members, who were integrated into a single scientific team
within each of the participating disciplines.

Figure 1. Extent and concentration of sea ice during the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Weddell Polynya expedition, October—November 1981, taken from U.S.
Navy-National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminstration Joint Ice Center maps.
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After leaving Leningrad, the Somov stopped at Helsinki, Fin-
land, on 9 September to pick up three members of the u.s. team
and the U.S. equipment. With the aid of the Soviets, they under-
took the difficult task of setting up the scientific apparatus and
laboratory spaces for the expedition. The U.S. team provided
most of the apparatus used during the cruise, including 7,000
meters of conducting cable for the conductivity-temperature-
depth (cTD) work. During the transit from Helsinki, the cable
was spooled onto the Somov's winch, the CTD and computer
equipment was installed and tested, and motor-generator sets
were installed for converting 15 kilowatts of 50 hertz ship's
power to 60 hertz power. During this time the ship's crew
worked diligently to finish the routine maintenance tasks and
modifications to the lab spaces that had not been completed in
Leningrad because of Somov's early departure.

The rest of the U.S. scientists boarded the Somov in Mon-
tevideo and headed for the ice on 9 October 1981. The ice edge
near 5°E was reached at 56 1/2°S on 20 October. The Greenwich
meridian region was chosen for penetration into the ice because
we believed we would encounter thinner ice with fewer pres-
sure ridges there than further west and because the Weddell
polynya, which formed in the 1974-76 period (Carsey 1980),
occurred near 65°S and the Greenwich meridian.

Ice conditions during October and November 1981 were rela-
tively heavy, with no well-developed, open-ocean polynya (fig-
ures 1 and 2). There were many leads—areas of reduced con-
centration—within the ice fields, which aided penetration into
the ice interior. One of these leads, which was persistent, oc-
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Figure 2. Satellite Image transmitted from the Soviet Meteor satellite
on 23 October 1981.
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Figure 3. Somov track and observation sites during the U.S.-U.S.S.R.

Weddell Polynya expedition. The limited stations included con-
ductivity-temperature-depth (cTD) hydrographic stations. The basic
stations included CTD and water column biology observation and
atmospheric boundary layer observations. The super stations in-
cluded all water column components. En route the thermal structure
of the upper few hundred meters was observed with an expendable
bathythermography system, surface chemistry was determined
from water samples, and meteorological balloons were launched.

curred near 65°S and the Greenwich meridian in approximately
the same area that the Weddell polynya was observed in the
mid-1970's. We were interested in this feature, but time require-
ments and the lack of a clear polynya signal made penetration
farther south than our southernmost point of 62'/2°S coun-
terproductive. The expedition track and station positions are
shown in figure 3. The table (page 98) lists the Soviet and U.S.

participants.
The articles that follow in this section describe the scientific

components of wEPoLEx-81. Joint meetings of the U.S. and
U.S.S.R. participants are planned for 1982 in the United States
and for 1983 in the Soviet Union. A consolidated data report of
scientific results will be prepared and distributed in 1983, and
the scientific results will be published.

I wish to thank the participants of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. scien-
tific teams and the Somov crew and officers, whose dedication
led to the collection of an extensive array of high-quality data in
a unique, previously unknown environment.
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U.S. and Soviet participants in wEP0LEx-81

Chief—E. I. Sarukhanyan
Deputy Chief—A. L. Gordon
Captain of Somov—F A. Pesyakov

Discipline

Physical oceanography

Chemistry

U.S. personnel

Bruce Huber, Head, LDGOa

David Woodroffe, LDGO
Walter Richter, SIOC

Jan Szelag, URId

Arthur Chen (carbonate system),
Osue

Joe Jennings (nutrients and silicon),
Osu

Gerry Metcalf (oxygen, carbonate
system, and radon), WHOIt

U.S.S.R. personnel

Ivan Chuguy, Head 
Nikolai Antipov
Nikolai Bagriantsev
Vladimir Romanov
Victor Haritonov
Vladimir Feodorov

Valyeri M. Zhuravlev (zooplankton)Biology	 Jeanne Stepien (zooplankton), LDGO
David Boardman (chlorophyll,

primary productivity), LDGO

Diane Clarke (diatoms), LOGO

Sea ice
	 Stephen Ackley,	 Boris Sustenov

Alexandre Samoshkin
Meteorology	 Ed Andreas, USACRREL

	 Alexandre Makshtas
Ed Lysakov

Velocity of sound in the ocean
	 Peter Bogarodski

8 LDG0 = Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory.
bAll Soviet personnel were from the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute, Leningrad, except Valyeri M. Zhuravlev, who was from the NVIRO, Moscow.
c sIO = Scripps Institution of Oceanography.
d UAl = University of Rhode Island.
eO5U = Oregon State University.
1wHol = Woods Hole Oceanographic institution.
9 U5AcRREL = U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory.

Physical oceanography during
WEPOLEX-81

ARNOLD L. GORDON and BRUCE A. HUBER
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The physical oceanographic objective of the U.S.-U.S.S.R.
Weddell Polynya expedition (wEPOLEx-81) was to resolve the
vertical and horizontal scales of the thermohaline stratification

of the water column below the sea ice and, if possible, within
the Weddell polynya. The low vertical stability of the southern
ocean water column permits significant vertical fluxes of heat
and salt (Gordon 1981). These fluxes strongly influence the sea
ice budget and water mass conversion, and they are believed to
be particularly active in the winter. Water mass conversion
during the Weddell polynya period 1974-76 was significant
(Gordon in press).

The Neil Brown conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) meter
was used in a number of ways: (1) to obtain vertical profiles to
varied depths, (2) to obtain repeated profiles at a single site ("yo-
yo" stations), and (3) to make time series observations at specific
depths (see table; also see figure 3 in Gordon, Antarctic Journal,
this issue). At the CTD time series sites, current meters (Soviet
instruments) were used to obtain current shear information. A
12-bottle, 1.7-liter rosette sampler accompanying the CTD meter
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